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Transdev Invites UITP Attendees to Experience Driverless Shuttle 

Demonstrating that the Future of Mobility is  

Personalized, Autonomous, Connected and Electric. 
 

 

(May 10, 2017) MONTREAL—Transdev, a global leader in mobility and autonomous operations, is inviting 

participants from the upcoming UITP global transit expo in Montreal to ride in a driverless shuttle during the 

conference.  

 

The goal is to familiarize attendees with the arriving generation of autonomous transit options that can enhance 

mobility in cities. Attendees at UITP will have the opportunity to step aboard the 12-person driverless shuttle on the 

Esplanade at Place Jean-Paul Riopelle (outside of Hall Viger at the Palais des Congrès, Montreal).  

 

Transdev will operate an EasyMile driverless shuttle each day of the UITP event, with Monday’s demo hours from 

10:15am-2pm and 4:15 – 6:30pm. The company will hold a press conference at its demo site on the esplanade on 

Monday at 11:30 am. The complete schedule for the Transdev AV shuttle demo is below. 

 

“The future of mobility will be Personalized, Autonomous, Connected and Electric. We look forward to sharing all 

these aspects of the driverless shuttle experience and this new mobility frontier with the attendees at the UITP 

conference,” said Thierry Mallet, CEO of the Transdev Group. “We invite people to join us for a ride. We’ve been 

on an AV tour throughout communities in North America and the passenger feedback is the same from everyone 

who steps on board: the rides are safe, smooth and enjoyable.” 

 

Public Transit will benefit from Autonomous technology at multiple levels: improved safety and security, service 

availability and reliability, sustainability, traffic regulation and less congestion, parking space freed… 

 

Driverless shuttles are a natural addition to the mobility ecosystem in a city or community. They can be deployed as 

a first/last-mile solution to link passengers to public transit stops and stations and are ideal for university and 

medical campuses, shuttles around downtown, historic districts, and for convention centers and airports.  

 

Transdev is harnessing its proven history as a trusted provider of mobility services for thousands of communities in 

19 countries, to deliver exceptional operational management using innovative autonomous technologies. The 

development of expertise in self-driving shuttles is a natural evolution for Transdev—combining rapidly emerging 

technology with the company’s proven history of operating safe, multi-modal public transportation.  

 

Transdev recently entered a partnership with the Renault-Nissan Alliance to jointly explore the global 

implementation of driverless solutions. Transdev is developing a comprehensive fleet management system for 

driverless shuttles. 

 

While Transdev is working with all shuttle manufacturers worldwide, it has built a strong partnership with EasyMile 

to conduct a commercial roadshow in North America. 

 

“We are thrilled to have the opportunity to share this experience with UITP delegates and look forward to sharing 

our AV fleet management system with our clients around the world,” said Yann Leriche, Chief Performance Officer 

of the Transdev Group.  “We are particularly delighted to bring this new technology to Montreal, where we have a 

large base of business with eleven contracts, and where the populace is forward-thinking and open to new 

possibilities.”  

 

 

Schedule of Transdev Driverless Shuttle Tours  
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on the Esplanade at Place Jean-Paul Riopelle (outside of Hall Viger at the Palais des Congrès, Montreal) 

Monday:  10:15 to 2pm and 4:15 to 6:30 pm 

Tuesday:  9am to 10:15 am and 2pm to 4:15 pm 

Wednesday:  11am to 1pm 

 

About Transdev 

 

Transdev is a leading private-sector operator of multiple modes of transit including bus, rail, streetcar, paratransit, 

shuttle, sedan and taxi services, with operations in 19 countries. Transdev is committed to being the trusted partner 

of cities, transit authorities and airports through quality execution and innovations in mobility. For more 

information, go to www.transdev.com 

 

The company has a large base of operations in the U.S. and Canada and is known for providing well-managed, 

efficient transit services. Transdev operates bus, paratransit and school bus contracts in over 200 communities in the 

U.S.   

 

In Canada, Transdev provides services to over 100 public transit authorities, school boards, regions and other 

municipalities. The company operates 11 major contracts in greater Montreal, as well as a bus contract in suburban 

Toronto and the new Valley Line light rail extension in Edmonton, CA, opening in 2020. Transdev also operates 

LimoCar express bus service from Sherbrooke to downtown Montreal. With over 1,000 employees, Transdev 

operates approximately 650 vehicles and provides about one million hours of service in Canada every year. 
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